
Crew Name – Titahi Bay SLSC 

 

Wil McDowell (sweep) Wil is no stranger to international surf 

lifesaving competitions - his extended family boasts many a big 

name in surf and his sweeping record so far indicates that he is 

well on the way to establishing himself as a top sweep in New 

Zealand. Wil was a member of the 2014 and 2016 Oar Blacks 

teams who competed in Australia and it is certain he heads into 

this Trans-Tasman battle with confidence in his development side 

to beat their Australian counterparts.  

 

Adam Stella (stroke) New to surf lifesaving, 18 year old Adam 

has adapted from flatwater rowing to surf boats with little 

difficulty after experiencing the adrenaline the surf environment 

offers. Finding his place in the club took little time thanks to a 

sharp tongue and some quick wit. Adam is looking forward to 

experiencing what the surf throws the crew on an unfamiliar 

beach and squaring up against his Australian under 23 

counterparts. 

 

Fraser McLaren (second stroke) Fraser is also looking forward 

to the challenge that lies ahead in Aussie after seeing out a 

successful first season in 2016/2017. 21 year old Fraser is 

following in his sister’s footsteps who competed in the 2016 

Trans-Tasman Challenge. He enjoys not only the crew 

environment but also the family-like feel of the surf club, coaching 

Nippers and getting involved in many aspects of the club. 

 

Jonathan Henry (second bow) Jonathan (Jonno) has returned 

to surf after a stint travelling North America. A keen adventurer, 

Jonno loves to be in the outdoors whether surfing, snowboarding, 

rowing or tramping. Jonno’s cruisy nature means rarely anything 

knocks his positive attitude and he goes with the flow up in the 

bow, taking on whatever conditions the crew are experiencing at 

the time.  

 

Darryn Stapleton (bow) Darryn (DJ) is hugely invested in the 

surf lifesaving movement and spends a large chunk of his summer 

involved in various club activities. He not only rows surf boats but 

instructs SLGA and IRB candidates, coaches Nippers, lends a hand 

in working bees and this season attended the SLSNZ National 

Lifeguard School. He has great work ethic and does what he can 

to be the best athlete he can be.  

 

What does it mean to your crew to be a part of the SLSNZ Surf Boat Team? It is 

an honour to represent New Zealand as so many Titahi Bay crews before us have. We 

are looking forward to the opportunity to row against the best that Australia has to offer 

and will get as much out of the experience as we can. We look forward to representing 

both our club, country and fellow surf boat rowers while in Australia. 

 

What are your long-term crew goals as New Zealand representatives? Get 

everything that we can out of the 2018 Trans-Tasman Challenge and apply this in our 

final month of training prior to NZ Nationals. 

 

What were your 2017-2018 season goals? Win the U23 Men’s Long & Short Course 

titles at the 2018 New Zealand Surf Life Saving Championships.  

 



 


